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ABOUT NTIS 

The National Technical Information Service of the U. S. Department of 
COlOOlerce is a central source for the public sale of Government-sponsored 
research, development and engineering reports and other analyses prepared 
by. Federal agencies, their contractors or grante~s. And s it is a central 
source for Federally generated machine proceuable data files. . . 

NTIS ships 11,500 information products daily as one of the' wQrld's 
leading processors of specialty information.. It su~pl1es the public with 
approximately four million documents and microfonns annually. TheNTIS 
information collection exceeds 800,000 titles. An are available for sale. 
About 150,000 titles are in current shelf stock. Catalogs of special 1n .. 
terest reports describe those most in demand. 

NTIS is obligated by Title 15 of the U. ·S. Code to recover its cost 
from sales. The distribution of its information products and services 1s 
self-sustaining. 

Timely and continuous reporting to subscribers is ensured by agree
ments between NTIS and several hundreds of Federal research sponsoring or
ganizations. NTIS is the marketing coordinator for the latter, for their 
publications, technical inquiries and special analyses. 

The public may quickly locate summaries of interest from,among 500,000 
Federal1y-sponsored research reports completed from 1964 to date, using the 
agency's NTISearch pr<ogramwhich comprises On-line Searches and this and 
many other Publ is·hed Searches. Copies of the whole research reports are 
sold by NTIS in paper or microfiche. . 

The NTIS Bibliographic Data File on magnetic tape, which includes pub
lished and nonpublished abstracts, is available for lease. The computer 
products of other Federal agencies also are sold or leased. 

Current summaries of new research reports and other specialized tech
nical information in various categories of interest are published in weekly 
newsletters (Weekly Government Abstracts), which are indexed annually. An 
all-inclusive biweekly journal (Government Reports Announcements and Index) I 

is published for librarians, technical information specialists and those re
quiring all the summaries categorized in a single volume and accompanying 
index. 

, A standing order microfiche service (SRIM) automatically provides sub
scribers wit" the full texts of research reports sel~cted to satisfy indi:-
'v;d~al requirements. 

Other services, such as the coordination, packaging ~nd marketing of 
unusual technical information for organizations may be specially designed, 
anytime. 
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About NTISearches 

This Published Search was prepared by information specialists at NTIS from its 
on-line interactive bibliographic retrieval system comprising more thM 500,000 
document/data records. The Published Search and its companion, the ~i-Line 
Search, provide fast and complete access to these hundreds of thousands of tech
nlcal reports on U. S. Government res~arch, development, and analyses . . 
Most of thesE! valuable reports art:, n'ot otherwise available because NTIS is the 
only central source of research reports and other technical information from 
the vast Federal network of departments, bureaus, and agencies. 

The NTISearch information collection covers Federal1y-sponsorec resear~h re-
, ports dating from 1964. And, yc.u can be sure the collection is kept up-to-date 
~with the latest research findings. Each day more than 200 new research reports 

ore added. 
, 

The system is automated but flexible, fast but accurate, complete but precise 
in subject fields. The Published Search is updated at regular intervals re
lated to the rate at which ne\'1 data in the subject field are acquired. 

Should this Publishe9 Search not fully satisfy your special information needs 
you may w';sh'to obtain a specially prepared On-Line Search. You may return 
th'is Publ ished Search to NTIS for full credit toward purchase of a customized 
On-Line Search. Simply call the On-Line Search telephone number (703~ 557-4640 
to make the arrangements with an NTIS Information Specialist and to discuss di
re~tly your specific information reeds •. Costs for the customized On-Line Search 
are as follows: 

Up to 100 technical report summaries 
101 to 200 technical report summaries 
201 to 300 technical repc1rt summaries 
301 to 400 technical report summaries 
401 tu 500 technical report summaries 
More than 500 technical report summaries 

Domestic 

$100 
125 
150 
175 
200 

Negotiated 

Foreign 

. $125 
160 
190 
220 
250' 

A complete list of current Published Searches ($28 domestic, $40 foreign, each 
for the first copy of any title; $10 domestic, $12.50 foreign, for each dfdi'! 
tional copy of the :·amE! title, ordered at the same ti·me, and sent to the same 
address) is printed in the colored pages at the back of this NTISearch. 

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE 

Price and Ordering Information 

Please see the colored pages in the back of this search package for current 
papEr copy and microfiche price lists, order forms, and cOll)pleteordering in-, 
formation. Prices for paper copy and microfiche cited with each technical' re- I 

POtt summary have been superseded foy' the most part. Most docoments cited 
in this NTISearch are available directly from NTIS. In those instances when 
NTIS does not have the document in its information collection, the techni<;:al, 
report summary notes. the source from which the document may be .obtained. 
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Title 

T 

SAMPLE ENTRY OF A CITATION FROM. THE 
NTIS DATA BASE 

Compilation of~ate Data for Eight Selecte 

Mitre Corp., McLean, Va. *Environmental Protection 
Office of Toxic substances. (402 364) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Roberts, S. 
C5945F4 F 
Sep 7l6Sp* 
REPT NO: MITRE-7S-S2-Vol-1 
CONTRACT: EPA-68-01 2933 
MONITOR: EPA/S60/7··75/001-l 

, D.C. 

Paper copy also available in set of 5 reports:'as PB.-248 659-SET, PC$36.00. 

ABSTRACT: In June 1974, toxic substances data in the U.S. was collected and 
analyzed in 20 key states. This report describes that effort and discusses the 
amount v type and usefulnes~ of the data and the toxic substances monitoring 
capabilities of the state agencies contacted. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Environmental surveys, states (United states) , Monitors, Toxi: 
cology, Arsenic, Beryllium, Cadmium, Cyanides, Lead (Metal) , Me.rcury(Metal), 

__ Chlorine aromatic compound~"Data acquisition, Data processing, Water po11u
tion, Air pollution, Chemical compounds 

., 

IDENTIFlERS: *Toxic agents, Biphenyl/chloro, state agencies,NTISEPAOTS 

PB-248660/3ST NTIS Prices: PC$aOO/MF$3.00 

P C T ~M" . aper opy lcroflche 
Price Price 

_ Keywords 

Order Number 

iv 

NOTE: Prices are subjec:t to 
change. See colored 
pages accompanying this 
search. 
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A Compact Laboratory Facility for Psych~Physiological study of Dogs 

Cre~dmoor Inst for 
1)00) 

, 
psychobiologic studies Queens village N Y 

AUTHOR: Kaplan, Michael 
,D3454F2 FId: 6J, 6P 
1964 9p 
R~pt No: 5 
Contract: Nonr285000 
Monitor: 18 

d7723 

( 100 

Distribution limitation 
available. No microfiche. 

nov removed. NOTE: Only 3Smm microfilm is 

Abstract: An integrated laboratory 
psychophysiological study of dogs is described. 

facility 
(Author) 

for the 

Descriptors: C*Psychophysiology, Test facilities), (*Biological 
lab::>ratories q psychophysiology) , Design, Specificat.ions, Dogs 

.Identifiers: NTISDODXD 

AD-443 956/8ST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 
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The Training of Dogs for Field Reconnaissance 

Canine Behavior Lab Univ of Maryland college Park 

Final rept. 
AUTffOR: Mclntire f Roger w. 
D2612C3 Pld: 51 d7715 
Sep 65 1Q4p 
Contract: DA-18-001-~MC-260 (X) 
MOIii tor: 18 
Distribution limitation now removed. 

, I 

(07~ 170) 

Abstract: This report investigated the feasibility of training a 
free-ranging dog to perform personnel reconnaissance. The assumptions 
~bout terrain, weather and other pertinent conditions of the military 
problem were changed as th~ development of the project progressed. The 
general trend of these changes began with a consideration of a highly 
versatile canine reconnaissance system not dependent upon a particular 
handler, a pathway, or a particular kind of military unit to be 
protected. Ho~ever, as the project progressed, the conditions for the 
oppration of the system became more and more specified and limited. 
The final focus of the investigation vas upon providing effective 
personnel reconnaissance for a foot patrol progressing along a 
pathway, trail, or road. The reconnaissance is to have adequate 
efficiency for providing warning of the presence of enemy personnel so 
that the patrol uould be pr~tected from an ambush consisting of small 
arms fire. (Author) 

DE'Scriptors: (*Dogs, *Military training), Performance (Human), Handling 
, Warning systems, Visual perception, Smell, Effectiveness t Motivation 
, Response, Radio transmitters, Meteorological phenomena, Attention, 
Decoys, Detection 

Identifiers! NTISDODXD 

AD-476 427/0ST NTIS Prices: PC A06/MF A01 
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L~ssons from the Indo-China War. Vol. Iii (Enseignements de la Guerre 
a'Indochina. Fasicule III) 

Battelle Memorial Inst Colum~as Ohio Remote Area Conflict Information 
Center (052 410) 
D2022D3 Fld: 15G, 19A, 19F d7711 
1957157p 
contract: SD-171 
Grant: ARPA Order-935 
Monitor: 18 
See also Volume 2, AD-804 376L. Translated from the original French 
vprsion. 
Distribution limitation now removed. 

Abstract: No abstract available. 

D esc ri ptors: (* Warfare t *Far east), (*Vietnam, warfar el, (*Fr ance, 
*Military tac~ics), Military organizations, Infantry, Airborne, Rifles 
p Guns, Machine guns, Artillery, Dogs, Mine clearance, Armored 
vehicles, Logi s tics, Air transportation, Food, clothing, Medical 
p'arsonnel 

Identifiers: Air power, Paratroopers, NTISDODXD 

AD-804 377/0ST NTIS Prices: PC A08/MF A01 
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Usarv Seminar Report: Night operations in Ryn 

Adjutant General-S Office (Army) Washington D C 

Rapt. for 20 Mar-3 Apr 68. 
D1422A3 Fld: 15G d1707 
13 Apr 68 18p 
Monitor: OACSFOR-OT-PD-68X013 
Dist.ribution limitation now removed .. 

(003 650) 

Abstract: Reports are given on night warfare in South Vietnam, 
including preparations, training, operations, and lessons learned. 

Descriptors: (*Night warfare, Vietnam), Symposia, Tactical air support 
, Army operations, Limited war, Unconventional warfare, Environment, 
Military strategy, Artillery, Armored vehicles, Logistics, Military 
intelligence, Roads, Military training, Infrared equipment, 
Communication and radio systems, Jungl~s, Area coverage, Dogs, Boats, 
Deployment . 

Identifiers: Ambush, Infiltration, *1essons learned~ South vietnam, 
NTISDODXD 

AD-831 735/6ST NTIS prices: PC A05/MF A01 
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Enhanc~m~nt of Olfactory Discrimination 

p.ennsyl v,ani~ Uni v Philadelphia Monell Chemical Sgnse's Center 
) 

Final scientific rept. 
AUTHOR: Moulton. D. G. 
01i2iH1 Fld: 6P, 57S :;RAI770S 
Oct 76 42p 
Grant: AF-AFOSR-242S-13 
l:?roject: 9777 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-76-1183 

(405301 

Abstract: Concentration - response functions for pantyl acetate have ~ 
been established for the G'erman shepherd and for hU!IIan subjects tested 
in th~ same behavioral apparatus. In dogs the magnitude of performance 
decrement at a given concent.ration was found to be a function o·f the 
magnitude of the concentration reduction from the preceding test 
concentration if this reduction exc~eded ! certain qu!ntitYe In 
another seriAs of experiments, data suggeRts facilitation of 
performance in dogs following ingestion ,of an odorant is not 
non3pe'cific bat the degl:ee of specification needs clarification~ A 
third study =oncerned the measurements relevant to understanding the 
aerodynamics ~f the nasal chamber and the dispersal of odorant 
molecules in the nasal airways. The final stu\1y attempted. to determine 
the minimum number of molecules necessary to excite a single olfactory 
receptor in the dog. (Author. 

Descriptors: ~Smell, Chemical agent detectocs, Discrimination, Dogs, 
Nose (Anatomy), Concentration(Che.istr~, Acetates, Chemoreceptors, 
$ensitivity, Stimulation(Physiology), Humans 

Identifiers: Penty! acetate, Adjuvant, Alpha-ionona, Propyl acetate, 
NTISDODXA 

AD-AO 32 923/5sr NTIS Pri~es: PC A03/MF 101 
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Oser's Guide: Land Mine and Booby Trap Detector Dogs. Volume II! 

Southwest Research Ins~ San Antonio Tax Dept of Bioengineering ( 
409922) 

Final technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Mitchell, Daniel s. 
D03<:)5L4 Fld: 19A, 2E, 15G, 19A, 14G, geE 
Sep 76 67p 
Contract: DAAKn2-73-c-0150 
Monitor: 18 
See also Volum~ 1, AD-AD31 980. 

GRAI7703 

Abstract: While the capabilities of land mine/booby tra~ canines have 
been well documented, several years of carefully-controlled studies 
have shown that the successful utilization of such animals requires a 
knowledgeable, dedicated handler with proper training and experience. 
This manual is intended as a field guide for use by personnel who meet 
these qualifi:ations. Its purpose is to provide a 'field-portable' 
summary of the important procedures and consiigrations involved in the 
de~lo1ment of land mine/booby trap detector dogs. 

Descriptors: ~Mine detection, *Booby traps, *Military dogs, reaching 
m~thods, Mines(Ordnance), rraining, conditioning (Learning) , Land mines 
, Be havior, Smell, Psychology, Ani mal husbandry, Moti va ti on, Searching 

Identifiers: Obedience ~~aining, Animal behavior, NTISDODXA 

AD-AC31 982/2sr NTIS Prices: PC A04/MF A01 
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Training and Employment. of Land Mine and Booby Tt'ap Detector Dogs. 
Volu me II 

sout hwest Re-search Inst San Antonio Tax Dept of Bioen gineer in g 
409922) 

Final technical rept. 
AUTHOR: Mitchell, Daniel s. 
DO 39 5L 3 F I d : 19 A, 2 E , 15 G , 7 9 A, 14 G, 98 E 
Sep 76 247 P 
Contract: DAAK02-7]-C-0150 
Monitor: 18 
See also voluID~ 3, AD-A031 982. 

GRAI7703 

Abst r.act: The pres ent docu ment is intended as a proced ureS manual and 
reference text to be used during the training of initially naive 
canir.es for land mine and booby trap detection service. No directly 
related experience on the. part of the handler/trainer personnel is 
assumed. Each successive phase of training is treated in detail, and 
ali specializad training aids and facilities are described and/or 
illustrated. Commonly encountered training difficulties are discussed 
and appropriate solutions indicated. Techniques of service deployment 
are a~scrihed in the concluding chapter. Chapter II presents a 
discussion of those concepts of operant and classical conditioning 
which are relevant to land mine and explosive booby trap detection 
training and has been included to provide handler/trainer personnel 
with a basic knowledge of the underlying behavioral principles. 

Des~riptors: *Mine detection, *Booby traps, *Military dogs, 
Mines(Ordnance), Training, Teaching methods, Land mines, 
Conditioning (Learning) , Physical fitness, Animal husbandry, psychology 
, Motivation, Searching, smell 

Identifiers: Obedience training, Animal behavior, NTISDODXA 

AD-A031 981/4ST NTIS Prices: PC A11/MF A01 
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The Relationship of the Number of Olfactory Cells to the Olfactory 
Threshold in the Dog 

Artny Biological Labs Frederick MD (036 550) 
AUTHOR: Neuhaus, Walther; Mueller, Adam 
D0324L2 FId: 6P d7702 
Mar 69 4p 
Rppt No: Trar.e-2408 
Monitor: 18 
Trans. of die Naturwissenschaften (West Germany) v41 p20 1954, by c. 
L. LUst. 
Distribution limitation now removed. 

Abstract: No abstract available. 

Dese ri ptors: (*Smell, Thr eSholds (Physiology) ) , Ce 11 s (Bi olog y) , 
Sensitivity, NOse(lnatomn, Measurement, Dogs, Molecules, Density, 
Brain, Air, West germany 

Identifiers: Translations, NTISDODXD 

AD-850 940/8ST NTIS Prices: PC A02/MF A01 
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Off Leash Tracker Dog-Helicopter Tracking Team 

Behavior Systems Inc Raleigh N C (387 .626) 

Final rept. Jan-2 Jul 69 
AUTHOR: Carr-Harris, E.; Siebert, L. 
C7805B3 Pld: 15G, 6C d7626 
Sep 69 21p 
Contract: DAAD05-69-C-0177 
Project: LWL-C8-B-69 
Monitor: LWL-CR-08B69 
Distribution limitation now removed. 

Abstr'ct: The purpose of this study was to explore the feasibility of 
training tracker dogs to work off-leash in conjunction with a 
helicopter to locate enemy personnel. The two ess~ntial elements of 
th~ task were considered to be the ability of the dog to work 
off-leash, inJependent of the handler, and the ability of the dog to 
display stalking behavior. This latter term vas defined as the dog 
vigorously pursuing a target while carefully avoiding alerting target 

'pettsonnel to his persence. TNO Labrador retrievers were trained to the 
independent tracking task while two different animals were trained to 
display the st~lking response. The dogs were trained for six weeks and 

,t heir. behavior successfully demonstrated. Al though a f,ew ,pro blems 
pertinent to the pretrial effectiveness of the overa.ll dog/helicopter 
team still need to be worked out, it wocild appear that the feasibility 
of tra ining sui table behavior on t he part of the. dog has been 

• I I . t \ 
esta bl1shed. 

Descriptors: (*Enemy personnel, Detection), (*Dogs, Tracking), 
Feasibility studies, Training, Helicopters, Handling, Terrain, Odors, 
Beh~vior, Clos~ support, C~unterinsurgencf, Army personnel 

Identifiers: Labrad.or retrievers, Personnel detection, Scout dogs" 
NT! SDOD XD 

AD-aS8 987/1ST NTIS Prices: PC$3.50/MF$3.00 
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6CTH Infantry Platoon (Scout Dog) (Mine/Tun.nel Detec:tor Dog) 

Army Concept Team in Vietnam APO San Francisco 96384 (031 350) 

Final r~pt. 
AUTHO~: white, Ben O. Jr 
C7661A4 Pld: 19A, 15G d1625 
Dec 69 42p 
project:. ACTIV-ACG-65F 
Moni tor: 18 
Distribution limitation now removed,. 

Abstract: The Army concept Team in Vietnam evaluated the 60th Infaptry 
Plat oon (Scou t Dog) (M ine/Tu nnel) (60th II? SD) to det1er mine its 
suitability for tactical employment with US !rmy units in RVN. The 28 
man platoon had 14 mine and 14 tunnel dogs. The mine dogs were trained 
to' dete=t Explosive artifacts and trip wires. The tunnel dogs w're 
trained to detect open and camouflaged holes and trip vires. (Author) 

De~c riptors: (* Arm y ope,ra tion s, Vietnam), (*Mine detect or,s, Dogs), ( 
*Dogs, Underground structures), Military tactics, Antipersonnel 
weapons, Wire, Military personnel 

'ra'ntifiers: 60th infantry platoon, Booby traps, *Dog handler tea*s, 
South vietnam, Trip wires, *Detection, *Tunnels, NTISDODXD 

AD186~ 383/0ST NTIS Prices: PC$4.00/MP$3.00 
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Mine, Booby-Trap, Tripwire and Tunnel Detection 

Behavior Systems Inc Raleigh N C 

Final rapt. 
AUTHOR: Carr-Harris, E.; ThaI, R. 
C764514 Fld: 51, 6P, 19A d7625 
Jan 70 73p 
Contract: DAAD05-68-c-0234 
Monitor: LWL-CR01B68 

(387 626) 

Distribution limitation now removed. 

Abstract! Reports from the field indicated that German Shepherd scout 
dogs had been observed ~o alert on mines, tripwires and other man-made 
artificts. The purposs ~f the present program was to explore the 
feasibility of training such animals specifically to the tasks of 
detecting mine/tripwires and tunn~ls, by means of tschniques that were 
sufficiently ~bjective to permit instruction of military handlers in 
t heir use. A six month feasibility stud y vas cond ucted • Procedures 
and practices derived from the formal study of animal behavior were 
uspd throughout the progamo Because of the success of the first phase 
of the problem, a second six months of work was initiated with the 
obje~ive of training an army scout dog platoon for the capability of 
mine/tripwire and tunnel detection. The platoon was judged ready and 
deployed to Vietnam April 20, 1969. An additional 3 month program was 
undertaken to study the feasibility of cross-training tunnel and 
personnel detection dogs_ The results of this work were ambiguous. 

Descriptors: (*Ordnance locators, Army training), Learning, Behavior, 
Learning curves, Reaction(Psychology), conditioned response, Transfer 
of training, Army p~rsonnel, Infantry, Mine detectors, Land mines, 
Underground structures, Smell, Visual perception, Enemy personnel, 
Detection, Vietnam 

Identifiers: Booby traps, Obedience training .. *scout dogs, Tripwires, 
NTIS DODXD 

AD-867 4Q4/6ST NTIS Prices: PC$4.50/MF$3.00 
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Monitoring Military Dogs by Biotelemetry 

Colo~ado state Univ Fort Collins Sdrgical Lab 

Final rept. 
AU~HOR: Gorman, Harry A. 
C7454G1 Fld: 6B, 95C GRAI7623 
30 Sep 74 108p 
Contract: DADA17-72-C-2054 
Monit:or: 18 

(409836) 

Abstract: A study was undertaken by the Surgical Laboratory at 
Color:ado state. University under a contract issued by the Research and 
Development Command of the united Stat~s Army to develop a telemetry 
paCKage for monitoring trained scout dogs under field conditions and 
to study physiologic activity of these dogs in response to alerting on 
hidden quaries. A complete tvo channel telemetry system with one 
channel of physiologic data and one alert information channel was 
designed, built, and tested. The physiology channel tran~mitted the 
electrical activity of the heart. The alert channel transmitted'an 
alarm signal activated by a sitting alert position switch or bya 
redundant pull switch mechanism. The co,pleted system in$luded a 
transmitted and receiver alwet switching mechanisms, .he~tt rate 

. plactrodes, antenna, receiver carrying pack, transmitter carrying 
saddle, and internal power supplies. 

Descriptors: *Bioinstrumanta.tion" *Telemeter systems, Monitoring, Dogs 
" Monitors, Field conditions, Response (Biology) , Heart rate, Data 
acquisition, Data reduction, Electrodes, Blood pressure 

Identifiers: *Biotel~metry, "'Military dogs, NT! SDODXA 

AD-A029 432/2ST NTIS Prices: PC$5.50/MF$3.00 
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Factors Influencing Odor Sensitivity in the Dog 

pennsylvania,Oniv Phiiadelphia Honell Chemical Senses center*Air Force 
Office of scient ifie Research, Bolling AFB, De c. (405301) 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: MQulton, D. G.· 
C6623B4 Fld: 6P, 5J, 57R GRAI7614 
Oct 75 39p 
Grant: AF-AFOSR-2425-73 
Project: AF-9777, AF-6813 
Task: 681312 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-76-0504 
See also report dated Mar 75, AD-A008 942. 

Abstr~ct: rhe report cover3 an investigation of the possible influence 
of ,adaptation on the ability of dogs and human subjects to detect 
alpha-ionone; the form )f the concentration-response function for 
alpha-ionone in dogs; the time trained dogs required to reach stable 
performance levels on low concentrations of alpha-ionone and its 
rela tion to adsorption time in olfactometers; the concen tration 
response function for amyl acetate in tU9 dog and quantitative 
measures of flow rate and associated param~ters in dogs sniffing odor 
and air. The relevance of data to mechanisms of olfactory 
discrimination is discussed. Data on flow rate changes obtained from 
dogs not trained to detect odors presented is also given. 

De~criptors: *Odors, *Sm~ll, Dogs, Humans, Performance(Human), 
PerfoI:'mance, Response (Biology~, Ketones, cyclohexenes, Paramaters, 
Adaptation(Physiology), Concentration (Chemistry" Experimental data, 
Sensitivity 

Ident.ifiers: Ionone, Animal behavior, *Odor detection, NTISDODAF 

AD-AC24 267/7sr NTIS Prices: PC$4.00/MF$2.25 
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A Review of Some Experimental Measurements on Detectors for. rrace 
Chemicals in the Atmosphere 

Ballistic Research Labs 
Command, Alexandria, Va. 

Final rept. 

Aberdeen Proving Ground 
,(050750) 

AUTHOR: Shelton, R. D., Wall, i. 10 
C5301D1 FLD: 70, 4A, 13B, 14S, 6P, 99A, 68A, 63G 
Jul 75 35p 
REPT NO: SRL-179B 
PROJECT: DA-1-T-161102-S-53-A 
MONITOR: 18 

l1d*Army Materiel 

GRAI7523 

ABSTRACT: A number of detectors for trace contaminants in the 
atmosphere have been developed and tested for environmental 
measurements, military surveillance, and law enforcem~nt~ This paper 
summarizes the work done by an Army laboratory in the area of detector 
development and evaluation, and speculates on future e~olution in this 
important area. Detectors subjected to development and evaluation 
irlcl~ded electric quadrupole mass spectrometers, thin film detectors, 
biochemical sensors, dogs, ion mobility spectrometers, electron 
capture devices, condensation nuclei detectors, and remote sensors. 
(Au thor) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Air pollution, *Trace elements, *Detectors, *Remote 
detectors, *Atmospheres~ Trace gases, Effluents, Transport properties, 
Ions, Spectrometers, Mass spectrometers, Drugs, Condensation nuclei; 
Electron capture, Thin films, BiocheQistry, Contaminants, Surveillance 
, Aerosols, Particles, Molecules, Dogs, Smell, Bioluminescence ' 

IDENTIFIERS: Ionic, mobility, *Personnel detectors, *Air pollution 
detection, NTISDODXA, NTISDODA 

AD-AO 14 946/8ST NTIS Prices: PC$3075/MF$2.25 
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Blood Flow and Pressure Telemetry 

University of Southern California Los Angeles Dept of Physiology*Air 
Force Office of Scientific Research, Arlington, Va. (405147) 

Final scientific rept. 
AUTHOR: stevens, Christopher M., Rader, Roland D. 
C4624I2 FLD: 6S, 6B, 57W, 95C USGRDR7513 
21 Peb 75 29p 
GRANT: AF-AFOSR-2190-72 
PROJRCT: AF-9777 
MONITOR: AFOSR-TR-75-0S09 
See also report dated 30 Nov 73, AD-776 839. 

ABSTRACT: The past year's research concluded a two-year study of the 
renal hemodynamic adjustments of the military working dog in response 
to a variety of environmentally-induced stimuli chosen to produce both 
Physical and emotional responses. The vascular reactivity of the 
kidney was the indicator of the relative amount of psychophysiological 
stress inherent in a given situation. Hemodynamic responses of the 
kidney were studied, using an implanted blood pressure and flow 
telemetry system activated by a radio frequency-sensitive switch. 
Renal blood flow was obtained by a pulsed ultrasonic flow detection 
system with the flow transducer cuff placed on the left renal artery, 
and aortic blood pressure was obtained from an intravascular pressure 
transduQer implanted immediately below the left renal artery 
bif urcat ion. 

DESCRIPTORS: *Blood circulation, *Blood pressure, Telemeter systems, 
Experimental data, Dogs, Stress(Physiology), Stress (Psychology) , 
Kidngys, Psychophysiology, Implanta.tion, Response (Biology), Models 

IDENTIFIERS: *Biotelemetry, NTISDODAF 

AD- AC08 885/6ST NTIS Prices: PC$3.75/MF$2.25 
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Fa'ctdrs Influencing Odor sensitivity in the Dog 

Pennsylvania Univ Philadelphia Monell chemical 
Office of Scientific Research, ~rlington, Va. 
AUTHOR: Moulton, D. G. 
C4625K3 Pld: 6P, 5J, 57R GRAI7513 
Mar 75 2 Llp 
Gr·an'i:: AF-AFOSR-2425-73 
Project: AF-9771, AF-6813 
T as k: 681312 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-75-0521 
See also report dated oct 14, AD/AC04 46B. 

Senses Center*!ir Force 
(405301) 

Abstract: A technique has been developed for the quantitative analysis 
'oft the . relation between ~dor detection and sniff parameters. Thirsty 

dogs are rewarded with vater for identifying Which of two ports is 
associated with an odor. Sniff flow rate, frequency and amplitude are 
recorded front the output of a pneumotachometer behind one port.. When 
do~s I are engaged in an odor deteetion task. the 'normal pattern of 
respiration is interrupted and replaced by trains of rapid sniffs 
usually structured around 1-3 trains consisting of 3-7 sniffs per 
trai n. I neon trast, when do gs are sitting alert but not engaged in' 
odor detection, presentation of a novel odor may disrupt the normal 
breathing pattern only momentarily and the integrated volume shows 
little change. 

I I 

Deoscriptors: "'odors, *Smell, HUllans, Dogs, Sensitivity, 
Thresholds(Physiology), Senses (Physiology), perception, Performance (H
uman), Ketones, Cyclohexenes, Response (Biology) , Experimental data 

Identifiers: Ionone, Animal behaVior, NTISDODAF 

AD-AOOS 942/5ST NTIS prices: PC$3.75/MF$2.~5 
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Military Dog Training Aids: Toxicity and Treatzent 

Environmental Health Lab Kelly !FB Tex (300925) 

Technic al rept. 
AUTHOR: Taylor, Gale D. 
C4363C2 Pld: 6T, 15G, 57!, 74G 
Jan 75 36 P 
Rept No: EHl(R) -75-2 
Moni tor: 18 

GRAI1509 

Ab~tract: An extensive search of the literatur~ was conducted for 
articles concerning the toxicology snd treatment of six compounds 
(Mace, TNT, Smokeless powder, Dynamite, RDX, and C-4) used, or 
considered for use, in training devices in the USAF Military Dog 
program. Published results of research 1.n the laborator y animals and 
information from documented cases of human pOisoning were used to: 
predict the toxicity of these compounds for dogs, outline the probable 
symptoms of -acute and chronic toxicosis, and develop a suggested 
course of treatment for poisoning by each compound. 

Descriptors: *military dogs, *roxic agents, Training devices, Toxicity 
, poisoning, Therapy, TNT, RDX, Explosives 

Identifiers: NTISDODAF 

AD/A-006 438/6ST NTIS Prices: PC$3.75/~F$2~25 
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Factors Influencing Odor sensitivity in th~ Dog 
I 

pennsylvania Univ Philad~lphia Monell Ch~mical 
Office of Scientific Research, Arlington, Va. 
AUITHqR: Motllton, D. G. 

'C4201F4 Fld: 6P~ 5J 1 57R GRAI7507 
Oct 74 30 
Grant: AF-AFOSR-242S-73 
Project: AF-9777, AP-6813 
T as k.: 6 8 1 31 2 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-75-00S8 

I Sef alIso report .dated Nov 73, AD-Tn 274. 

Senses ~enter*Air Force 
(40530'1) 

Abstract: Detection curves were prev~ously derived for alpha-ionone 
for four German Sheperd dogs. To determine the geperality of those 
findings, six men and one woman vere tested in the same apparatus 
using comparable procedures and the same compound. Human detection 
curves reach their asymptotes in one and half units of concentration 
while those of dogs extend over five log units~ The marked 
\. . . . 
d~scont~nu~ty in the slope of the canine detection c~rves was also 
seen 1n the curves for four of the human subjects and in one case 
extends over 50 percent of the dynamiC range. Three subjects showed no 
~tscontinuity. A technique has been developed for the quantitative 
altaI ysis of the r9lation between odor detection task and sniff 
parameters. Sniff flow rate,· frequency and amplitude are recorded from 
the out put of a pheu motachometer behind one po.rt. 

Descriptors: *Odors, *Smell, Bu.ans, Dogs, Sensitivity, 
Thresholds(Physiology), Training, perception, Senses (Physiology) , 
Performance (Human) I' Ketones, Cyclohexenes, Progesterone, Sex horm.ones 

Identifiers: Ionone, Animal behaVior, NTISDODAF 

AD/A-004 468/SST NTIS Prices: PC$3.75/MP$2.25 
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Olfactory Acuity in Selected Animals Conducted during the Pciriod J~ne 
1972 - September 1974 

Southwest Research lnst San Ant.onio Tex*Army Mobility 
Research and Development Center, Fort Belvoir", (328200) 

Interim technical rept. 
C3762J2 f'LD: 6P, 5J, 15G, 57R, 74G, 63 
Sep 74 83p 
CONTRACT: DhAK02-72-C-0602 
MONITOR: 18 

G.RAI7426 

Equipment 

ABSTRACT: The report summarizes the results of extensive 
experimentation designed to assess the olfactory acuity of various 
animal species for commonly encountered explosive odors in tactical 
situations such as C-4, Composition B, TNT, tetryl, PETN, and RDI. The 
experimental population included various breeds of canines as well as 
more exotic animals such as the domestic pig, javelina, coyote, civet 
cat, fox, raccoon, skunk, coatimund1, deer and ferret. In approaching 
this task, which had as its aim Idsntification of potentially 
effective biosensors, both laboratory and field assessments were 
utilized. The latter approach (field assessment, was considered to be 
particularly important in that it represented conditions under which 
the biosensor would ultimately be used. 

DES CRIPTORS: *S mell, Perception, Animals, Acuity, Explosives, 
Detection, Odors, Military operations, Training, Dogs 

IDENTIFIERS: Field tests, Odor detectioil, NTISDODA 
........ 

AD-787 495/15L NTIS Prices: PC$4.75/MP$2.25 
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Evaluation of Explosives/Narcotics (EXNARC) Detection Dogs 

Army liobility Equipment Research and Development Center Fort Belvoir 
Va (403160) 

Final repte Jul-Sep 72 
AUTHOR: Knauf, Henry, Johnston, William H. 
C3753K3 ' FLD: 6C, 57Z, 85D, 91C*, 63 GRAI1426 
!'Jay 74 24p* 
HEPT NO: USAMERDC-2102 
PROJECT:DA-l-S-663719-DK-71 
ITA~K: l-S-663719-DK-7102 
MONITOR: 18 

ABSTRACT: The report describes the performance evaluation of three 
dogs trained to detect heroin and explosives. The dogs, a Gar~an 
Shepherd, a Golden Labrador Retriever, and a Royal Standard poodle, 
were evaluated by MERDe personnel du~ing the time period July 1972 
thlJough September 1972. Tvo objectives vere a.ccomplished: F,irst,to 
determine "hether dogs could detect explosives buried up to 8 inches 
deep in dry sand and second, to determime the capabilities and 
limitations of dogs to search out exp10sive sa.ples concealed in a 
variety of scenarios such as office areas, and residences. For 
completeness, the resul'ts of the heroin- and weapon-detection 
evaluaton conducted by contractor personnel in San Antonio, Texas, is 
included 1n the test resutts. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: *Dogs, *Explosives, *Her01n, *Detection, searching, SIDell 
, Condi,tioning{tearning), Odors, Bu'ildings, Personnel, Aircraft, 
Environments, Army research 

IDENTIFIERS: Evaluation, *Sentry dogs, NTISDODA 

AD-787 308/6SL NTIS Prices: PC$3.25/MP$2.25 
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Remote Control of War Dogs (Remotely controlled Scout Dog) 

Army Land Warfare Lab Aberdeen Proving Ground Md 

'Final rapt. 
AUTHOR: Romba, John J. 
C3551K4 PId: 6C, 1SC, 74, 51Z GBAI1423 
Jur. 74 56p 
Rppt No: LWL-TR-74-78 
Project: LWL-08-B-72, LWL-03-B-74 
Monitor: 18 

(038950) 

Abstract: A major objective of the study was to develop procedures by 
which a dog handler can control the direction of off-leash movement of 
his dog by remote means 'in an unrestricted environment. Several dogs 
were successfully conditioned to respond to a tone signal to change 
direction and to make excursions of one-half mile or more under the 
~ontrol of terrain stimuli and of tone signals transmitted by radio. 
Automated procedures to train dogs to change direction in response to 
a tone were developed; in these procedures the learning contingencies 
of reinforcemect were arranged by a computer control system. The 
learning of other scout dog skills is described in terms of 
sub-proqrams' consisting of small, easy-to-learn steps. (Modified 
aut hor abstract) 

D~scriptors: *Dogs, *Remote systems, *Military training, conditioned 
response, Learning, Training devices, Automation, Radio signals, 
Terrain, Motio~, Response, Pield tests 

Identifiers: *Scout dogs, NTISDODA 

AD-785 508/3 NTIS Prices: PC$3.75jMF$2.25 
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A Study in Training Methodology of Mine Dogs 

'Army ,Land, Warfare 
Eguipm~nt REsearch 
038950) 

Lab Aberdeen Proving Ground Md*Army Mobility 
and Development Command, Fort Belvoir, Va. ( 

Final rapt. 
AUTHOR: Romba, John J. 
C3444A1 FId: 5I, 6C, 15G, 74G, 57Z 
Jun 74 14p 
Rept No: LWL-TR-74-91 
Project: LWL-62-B-72 
Monitor: 18 

GRAI7422 

~bstract: An attempt was made to organize the training of mine dogs 
into l?gical learning segments: object discrimination, outgoing 
exdursion, an d search. The procedu:re for ob ject discrimin ation 
learning alona failed to produce the desired result. A possible 
alternative met hod. is suggested and briefly described. (Author) 

I 

Descriptors: *Dogs, *Training, *Mine detection, Conditioning (Learning) 
, Searching, Conditioned response 

Identifiers: *Military dogs, NTISDODA 

AD-784 048/1 NTIS prices: PC$3.00jMF$2.25 
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S~lection, Training, and control Problems in the Use of the Military 
Working Dog 

Mississippi Oniv University Biocontrol Systems Lab 

Pinal rept. 15 Jan 72-14 Sep 73 
AUTHOR: Berryman, Robert 
C3253F3 PId: 15E.I 5J, 6C, 74 E 
2 Apr 74 23p 
Con tract: F44620-7 2-C-OO 3"1 
Project: Ap-9777 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-74-0974 

GRAI7419 

(408758) 

Abstract: A report is made of operant conditoning prbcedures used in 
the determination of auditory, olfactory and visual acuity measures in 
the German Shepherde An account is given of a procedure for 
semi-automatic training of dogs to search for, detect, and objectively 
report specified odors. The procedure for t.raining Shepherds to search 
for, detect, and objectively report odorous SUbstances shows that they 
can acgu ire the essent ia Is of this performance in less th an 20 
hours--an impressi ve sa vings in time compared to conventional 
":.echniques. (Modified aut hor abstract) 

Descriptors: *Dosaqe, *Training, *Military applications, Motivation, 
Dehevior, Visual acuity, Auditory acuity, Smell, Conditioned response 

Identifiers: *Sentry dogs, NTISDOD1F 

lI.D-782 300/8 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00/MF$1.45 
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Dra!t Information on Training, Use and Kaintenance of Explosives 
Deteci;or Dogs 

Franklin Inst Research Labs Philadel phia Pa (1 q292 5) 

Final rept .. 
AUTHOR: Phillips, Ray, Lomax, Robert, Krauss, "a~ 
C2755A2 FLD: 5J, 6e, 19A, 19C, 57Z, 74E, 79A, 7ge, 63 
Jan 14 71p 
CONTRACT: DAAD05-73-C-0145 
PROJECT: LWL-01-B-10 
MONITOR: LWL-TR-74-08 

GRAI7412 

ABSTRACT: Procedures for t'raining dogs to detect explosives are 

i) 

des cribed in det ail. Food is used as the pri mary reinforcer to 
establish the desired behaviors rather than the traditional method fo 
pra'ise/petting/puish~ent. Beginning with simple odor discrimination,,1 
the training progresses through easr stages to complex 
search/detection in realistic settings .. Concepts and strategies for 
con'duC'ting operational bomb searches in buildings are described. 
(Author) 

DES!=RI,PTORS: *Explosives, *Bolltbs, *Detection, *DOg5, *Training, 
Animals, Behavior, Searching 

IDElt{TIFIERS: A 

AD-777 499/5 NTIS prices: PC$3.15/~~$1.45 
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Monitoring Military Dogs by Biotelemetry 

Colorado state univ Fort Collins Surgical Lab 

F ina I rept. 
AUTHOR: Gorman, Harry A. 
C7454G1 Pld: 6B, 95C GRAI7623 

,30 Sep 74 1CSp 
contract~ DADA17-72-C-2054 
Moni tor: 18 

(409836) 

Abstract: A study was undertaken by the Surgical Latioratory at 
Colorado State University under a contract issued by the Research and 
Development Command of the united states Army to develop a telemetry 
package for monitoring ·traine d scout dogs under field c.ond.i tions and 
to study physiologic activity of these dogs in response to alerting on 
hidden quaries. A complete two channel telemetry system with one 
channel of physiologic data and one alert information channel was 
designed, built, and tested. The physiology channel transmitted the 
electrical activity of the heart .• The- alert channel transmitted an 
alarm signal activated by a sitting alert pOSition switch or by a 
;edundant pull switch mechanism_ The completed system included a 
transmitted ard receiver al~et switching mechanisms, heart rate 
electrodes, antenna, receiver carrying pack, transmitter carrying 
saddle, and internal power supplies. 

Descriptors: *Bioinstrumentation, *Telemeter systems, Monitoring, Dogs 
, Monitors, Field conditions., Response (Biology), Heart rate, Data 
acquisition, Data reduction, Electrodes, Blood pressure 

Identifiers: *Biotelemetry, *Military dogs, NTISDODXA 

AD-A029 432/2ST NTIS Prices~ PC$5.50/MF$3.00 
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Factors Influencing Odor sensitivity in the Dog 

Pennsylvania Univ Philad9lphia Monell Chemical Senses Center 
) 

Interim rept. 
AUTHOR: Moulton, D. G. 
c2745E1 FId: 6P, 5J, 578 
Nov 73 42p 
Grant:, AF-AFOSR-2425-73 
Project: AF-9771, AF-6813 
Tasle: 681312 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-73-2337 

GRAI7412 

- --- -- --------;-

(405301 . 

Abstract: Detection curves for alpha-ionone for four dogs were derived 
using an automated odor-choice apparatus. Factors critical for 
maximizing, stabilizing, and evaluating performanc~ of both dog and 
odor dalivery system were identified. These include use of a 
d~scen1inq and not ascending concentration series, minimizing 
decrements betw~9n successive dilution steps, use of criterion of 
st~bilit' of performance based on. achieving low variance. Six human 
subjects were tested on the same apparatus. The dog could detect 
alpha-ionona at 3-4 and one half log units lover than could human 
subjects. petect~on curves consist of two segments with 'markedly 
differing slopes. The discontinuity occurs at high performance levels 
suggesting the possible presence of a dual process at the receptor 
level. In cyclic female rats trained to detect cyclopentanone 
performance shows a high correlation with levels of circulating 
estrogens. (Modified autnor abstract) 

Descriptors: *Odors, *Smell, Dogs, SensitiVity, Thresholds(Physiology) 
, 1?~rformance (Human) , Training, perception, Senses (Physiology), 
Bnd~crine glands, Hormones, Ketones, Cyclohexenes 

Id~ntifiers: Animal behavior, ronone, IF 

'AD-777 214/2 NTIS Prices: PC$3.25jMP$1.45 
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Electronic Dog Handler System 

Westinghouse Electric Corp Baltimore Md systems Development Di v ( 
405897) 

Final rept. 
C1295A3 Fld: 6B GRAI7311 
Jur.. 73 10p 
Contract: DAAD05-72-C-0222 
Monitor: LWL-CR-08B72 

Abstract: The report describes the development and test of au 
~lectronic dog handler system which remotely monitors and controls the 
movements of a dog. The system consists of a control unit held by the 
operator and a remote unit carried by the dog by means of a harness. 
The control unit transmits control tones (change direction, down-stay, 
and recall) to the dog and providas instantaneous readout of the dog 1 s 
hea~ing, actions (Sit, stand, or motion), and range and azimuth with 
respect to the operator. The remote unit receives signals from the 
control unit, producing audible command tones for the dog, and 
transmits heajing, action and range data back to the control unit for 
processing. (Author) portions of this document are not fully 
legible. 

Descriptors: (* Remote control systems, *D.ogs), Monitors, Command .;
control systems, Electronic equipment 

Identifiers: Sentry dogs, A 

AD-763 232 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00/MF$1.45 
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Body Recovery Dog 

I 
Army Land Warfare Lab Aberdeen Proving Ground Md (038950) 

Fina I rept. 
AUTHOR: Quinn, Woodrow L. Jr; 

. C 1 294 J 2, PI d : 6,C, 57 Z , 91 I 
Montanarelli, Nicholas 

GRAI7317 
May 73 49p 
R~pt No: LWL-03B73 
Monitor: 18 

Abstract: A four-month study that demonstrated the feasibility of 
training dogs to search for and loeate human casualties under 
conditions that might exist in the aftermath of man-made or natural 
~isasters was conducted as a joint project by the U.S.- Army Land 
Warfare Laboratory and the U~ S. Army Infantry School. Four body 
recovery teams, each consisting of a dog and its handler, were tr~ined 
to search in mud, water, rubble of deaolished buildings, wrecked 
vehicles, and in sanitary fills and dumps for simulated human 
casualties. The teams are available for employment by ci vilian as 
weIl as by milit ary authorities in the event of a disaster. (Author) 

Dese ri ptors; 
casualties) , 
research 

(*Casual ties, Recovery), (*Dogs, Training), (*Disaster,s, 
(* War fare, casualties). Bod y, Debris, Ri ve.rs, l\rmy 

Identifiers: *Body recovery dogs, A 

AD-763 219 NTIS prices: PC$3.00/MF$1.45 
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Narcotic-Explosive Detector Dogs 

Southwest Rese~rch rnst San Antonio Tex (328200, 

Final rept. 
C0553J1 Pld: 6C, 19A, 50, 91C*, S7Z, 79A GRAI7308 
Jan 73 17p~ 

Contract: DAAD~5-71-C-0285 
Project: swRI-13-3095-2 
Monitor: LWL-CR-20B72 

Abstract: A study was conducted t.o determine the feas;~bility of 
training dogs to search for and detect the odors ot' nitroglycerin 
dynamite, l'NT, c-3 C-4, 3. mixture of 96% am.onium nitrate fertilizer 
and 4% JP4 fuel Oil, Smokeless powder as contained in exploded 
cartridges, and heroin (pure and cut 50%,. Three dogs, one male German 
Shepherd, one female Labra.dor Retriev~r, a,nd one male Standard Poodle 
completed the training program. TMO dogs, the German Shepherd and 
Labrador Retriever ware trained to se!t'ch rooms, warehouses, 
airplanes, et=.; the standard Poodle was train~d to search for 
contraband on or carried by a person. (Author) 

Dese ri ptors: (* Dogs, *Tr ai ning), (*Explosive materia Is, De tection), ( 
*Naccotics, Detection), Odors, Nitroglycerin, INT, Ammonium compounds, 
Nitrates, plastic explosi ves 

Identifiers: *Heroin, *EKplosives detection dogs, *Odor detection, 
Black powder, :-4 explosives, C-3 explosives, *Law enforcement, Animal 
behavior 

AD-756 939 NTIS prices: PC$3.00/MF$O.95 
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Factors 1~fl~6ncing odor sensitivity in the Dog 

Pennsylvania Univ Philadelphia Monell Chemical Senses Center, (405301 
) \ 1 I 

Final rept. 
AUTHCR: Moulton, David G. 
CO 0 2 1 L 1 FI d : 6 P , 5J, 57R 
oct 72 80p 
Contract: F44620-70-C-0110 
Project: AF-9777 
Monitor: AFOSB-TF-72-2050 

GRAI7301 

Abstract: The development of methods for investigating odor preference 
in dogs and the relation of preference to performance in learning an 
odor detection task is described. Four German shepherds were given 
access to two water bowls or troughs, one associated with a test 
odorant, th~ other with a 'blank'o Consistent preferences were 
observed when additional criteria of response included the number of 
entries made into each station and the amol1.nt of time sp'ent at each 
station. The apparatus and technique for training dogs to avoid odors 
provides an effective method for grouping dogs according to their 
ability to learn an odor detection task. This ,series of studies 
suggests that in certain cases it may' be' possible to predict 
performance on the task detection task from simple measures of 
preference behavior. A programmed apparatus for obtaining accurate 
guanitative inforall1tion on the dog's sensitivity to odors is also 
described. It consists of a 3-choice (odor/air/air) automated 
discrimination box supplied by a 6 stage air-dilution olfactometer 
contained in a controlled environment chamber. preliminary evidence 
suggest. that the sensitivity of the dog for alpha-ienone is at least 
1,000 10,000 times greater than that of untrained human subjects 
tested in the sa me appara tus. (Aut hor) 

Descriptors: (*Odors, Sensitivity), Dogs, Smell, Thresholds(Physiolog
y), Pe rf ormanze (Human) , Tr-aini ng, Hormones, Endocrine glands, Sensory 
perception, Sensory mechanisms 

Identifiers: lnimal behavior 

AD-751 307 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00/MF$O.95 
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Training Dogs for Narcotic Detection 

Southwest Research Inst San Antonio Tax 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Dean, Edward E. 
A5272J2 fLD: 5I, 56B, 56c 
Jul 72 41p 
PROJECT: SwBI-13-3095 
MONITOR: LWL-CR-60DJ71 

GRAI1222 

(328200) 

ABSTRACT: The abuse of hard narcotics (heroin and coCaine) has risen 
sharply in recent Y9ars, and coping with th,is problem has become an 
important responsibility of law enforcement agencies. In order to 
assist these agencies in adequately carrying out this 1ncreasingly 
important responsibility, methods have been developed for the training 
and use of narcotic detector dogs. Considering these advantages it is 
obviolls that a good detector dog and a well trained handler can search 
for narcotics rapidly and efficiently. A detector dog can be a 
valuable' asset in narcotic detector vork and this manual is designed 
to describe, in a step by step fashion, how to train dogs to 
effectively search out and respond to hard narcotics. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Dogs, *Training), ("'Narcotics, Detection), Instruction 
manuals, Criminology 

IDENTIFIERS: Drug abuse, Law enforcement 

AD-749 302 NTIS Prices: PC$3a15/MF$O.95 
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A Feasibility study on Training Infantry Multipurpose Dogs 

So~th~est Research rnst San Antonio Tex 

Fina 1 rept. 
AUTHOR: Dean, tdward E. 
A5044B1 Fld: 5r, 56E GRAI7219 
Jul 72 35p 
contract: DAADr5-71-C-0285 
project! SwRI-13-3C95 
Monitor: LWL-CF-06B70 

(328200) 

Ab~tract: A 1-year feasibility study was condu~ted to train German 
Shepherds to detect simulated mines, trip wires, caches, tunnel 
openings, and ambushes while working off leash and to track and to 
attack on command. Selection criteria and special f60d reinforcement 
training methods and procedures used to accomplish the objectives ~re 
presented. Results of these efforts and important evaluation 
exerci.ses are explained. Fea tures r~.garded to b~ significant. lin 
training acceptable candidate dogs ~re discussed. It is concluded that 
the training methods used in the study are applicable in training dogs 
~o perform a multiplicity of tasks that are associated with 
oper ational employment of small' infantry units. (Author) 

Descriptors: (*Army training, *Dogs), Feasibility studies, Detection, 
Tracking, Teaching methods, selection, Military requirements 

AD-746998 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00/MF$O.95 
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Sensory capacity of the Military working Dog 

~ississippi Univ University Dept of Psychology 

Final rept. 1 Dec 68-14 Jan 12 
AUTHOR: B~rryman, Robert 
A4114L4 Fla: 5J, 57R GRAI1210 
14; Mar 72 6p 
Contract: F44620-69-C-0050 
proj€ct: AF-7921 
Monitor: AFOSR-TR-12-0159 

(405655 ) 

Abstract: An olfactometer with appropriate programing and recording 
'?qu ipm~ nt was assem bled an d threshold determin a tions made for severa.l 
commo& odorous substances with values ranging from 0.1 to 0~3 percent 
by volume. At present the effect of behavioral baselines on threshold 
measures are under study. Analysis of masking agents on olfactory 
sensitivity is about to begin. Technical problems suggested changing 
from Landolt C's to Ronchi rulings for visual acuity measurements. 
"sing Landolt's Cfs the dogs appeared to come under stimulus control 
but pxhibited u~stable behavior. A number of aUditoty determinations 
were made. (Author) 

D~scriptors: (*Dogs, *Smell), Military facilities, Auditory petception 
, l' hresholds (Physiology) 

Identifiers: Military working dogs 

AD-739 989 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00jMF$O.95 
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sp~cialized Mine Detector Dog 

Arimal Behavior Enterprises Inc Hot Springs Ark 

Technical memo. 7 Dec 70-30 Jun 71 
AUTHOR: Breland, Marian; Railey, Robert E. 
A3754J!.2 Pld: 19A, 6C, 74H, 63 GRAI7207 
Dec 71 23p 
contract: DAAD05-71-C-0195 
Monitor: LWL-CR-04B70 

(407208) 

Abstrac~: Two Golden Labrador Retrievers ~ere trained by operant 
conditioning methods to detect modified type M14 antipersonnel mines 
buri~d at varying depths in an open field. On detection of a bur~ed' 
mine, the dog was required to sit near the mine and remain uritil 
verification could be made. At the home training area the dogs 
experienced difficulty in making detections at depths greater than two 'i 

'ir.ches. compacted soil, grass, stubble, and heat proved handicapping. 
0e€ mine was detectea at a depth of four inches. During tests at 
Aberdeen Proving Ground under simulated field conditions, mines buried 
tW9 Yf'ars were detected at dept bs of one-half inch. (Author) 

Descriptors: (II< Mi n~ det~ctors, *Dog S), Land mines, Detection, Mil i tar y 
training, Conditioned reflex, Learning, Motivation, Performance tests 

AD-736 860 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00 MP$O.95 
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Explosives Detecting Dogs 

Mississippi Univ University (234450) 
AUTHOR: Krauss, Max 
A3153E3 FLD: 19A, 6C , 79A, 56C GRAI7207 
Sep 71 11p 
CONTRACT: DAAD05-70-C-0347 
MONITOR: LWL-TR-71-11 
Sponsored in part by the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 
Washington, D. C. 

ABSTRACT: A feasibility study was undertaken to determine whether dogs 
can be trained to discriminate the odors of commercial dynamite 
(straight nitroglycerin dynamite and ammonium nitrate dynamite), black 
powder Elnd the plastic explosives, Cl and C4. Initial discrimination 
training established hexachloroethane as a practical surrogate odor. 
Transfer to the various explosives proved relatively easy_ Search 
behavior, both on- and off-leash appropriate for searching buildings, 
was developed. At the conclusion of the effort, five trained dogs 
were delivered to the Land warfare Laboratory. (Author) 

DES CRI l?T 0 RS: (*EXplosi ve materials, Detection), (*Dog S, Explosi ve 
materials), (*Land mines, Detection), Training, Odors, Feasibility 
studies, ~itroglycerin, TNT, Ammonium compounds, Nitrates, Plastics, 
Selection, Effecti~eness, Halogenated hydrocarbons 

IDE~TIFIERS: Ethane/hexachloro, *Explosives detection dogs, Booby 
traps, Odor detection 

AD-736 829 NTIS Prices: PCS3.00 MFSO.95 
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Training Dogs for Heroin Detection 

Army Land Warfare Lab Aberdeen Proving Ground Ad 

Technical memo. 
AUTHOR: Romba, John J. 
A3492L2 FLO: SK, 56C 
Sep 71 57p 
REPT NO: LWL-TM-71-04 

GRAI7204 

(038950) 

ABSTRACT: The acquisition and maintenance of detection and search task 
behaviors are accomplished with pos4tive control techniques. The 
principal controlling reinforcer (consequence) used 1s food. The ~og 
is permitted to behave freely in the work environment without coercion 
and r with minimal restraint. The conditioned reinforcers are then used 
to obtain the fundamental skills, and odor discrimination. Training 
procedures are described. (Author) 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Dogs, Training), (*Narcotics, Detection), Conditioned 
reflex, Behavior, Smell, Army research 

IDENTIFIERS: *Heroin detection 

AD-734 888 NTIS prices: PC$4.75 MF$O.95 
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Training Dogs for Explosives Detection 

Mississippi Univ University (234450) 

Technical memo. 
AUTHOR: Phillips, Ray C. 
A3313A4 FLD: 6C, 19A, 57Z, 79A GRAI7Z02 
Oct' 71 53p 
CONTRACT: DAAD05-70-C-0347 
MONITOR: LWL-CR-01B70 

ABSTRACT: A feasibility study was undertaken to determine whether dogs 
can be trained to discriminate the odor of commercial dynamite 
(straight nitroglycerin dynamite and ammonium nitrate dynamite), black 
powdei and the plastic" explosives, C3 and C4. Initial discrimination 
training established hexachloroethane as a practical surrogate odor. 
Transfer to the various explosives proved relatively easy. Search 
behavior, both on- and off-leash appropriate for searching buildings, 
was developed. At the conclusion of the effort, five trained dogs 
were delivered to the Land Warfare Laboratory_ (Autbo~ 

DESCRIPTORS: (*Dogs, Training), (*Explosive materials, Detection), 
Feasibili ty studies, Odors, Nitroglycerin, Beha vior 

IDENTIFIERS: Sentry dogs 

AD-733 469 NTIS Prices: PC$3.00 MF$O.95 
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control and Performance "'onitoring of the Military working Dog' 

Sensory Systems Lab TUcson Ari z (320225) 

Final rept. 1 Feb 70-31 Jul 71 
AUTHOR: Baldwin, Howard A. 
A3251J~ . FId: 9F, 6B, 61F., 58A GRAI7201 
, Nov 71 16p 
Grant: AF-AFOSR-1897-70 
~roject: AF-9777 
~onitor: AFOSR-TR-71-2~36 

Abstract: The report summarizes the activity of an la-month 
~xploratory attempt to develop a telemetry technique ~o'monitor 
alerting responses in milita.ry dc)gs, and to transmit and record the 
rBsultant physiological data. The program also attempted to evaluate 
the. feasi bilH y of controlling beha vior by telemetric means. Two 
t~chniques for monitoring alerting responses at distances to one mile 
were investigated: heart rate changes and skin temperature changes. 
Technical feasibility of the experimental technique tlnde-r field 
conhifions was demonstra tea. (Author) 

Deseri pt ors: (* R €'spons~s , *Te lemeter Systems), (*Dogs, Responses), ( 
*Beha.vior, Dogs), Military reguir:ements, Behavior, Control, Pulse rate 
I Skin, Temperature, Electrodes, Tests 

Iden~ifiers: S~ntry dogs, *Military sentry dogs, Heart rate 

AD-732 942 NIlS Prices: PC$3.00 MF$O.95 
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Min~, Booby-Trap, Tripwire and Tunnel Detection 

Behavior syst~ms Inc RalBigh N C 

Final rept .. 
AUTHOR: Carr-Harris, E.; ThaI, R. 
C764514 Fld: 5I, 6P, 19A d 7625 
Jan 70 73p 
Contract: DAAD05-68-C-C234 
~onitor: LWL-CE01B68 

(387 626) 

bistribution limitation now removed. 

Abstract: Reports from the field indicated that German Shepherd scout 
~ogs had been observed to alert on mines, tripwires and other man-made 
artificts. The purpose of the present program was to explore the 
feasipility of tr~ining such animals specifically to the tasKs of 
detecting mine/tripwires and tunnels, by means of techniques that were 
sufficiently objective to, p~rmit instruction of military handlers in 
their use. A six month feasibility study was conducted • Procedures 
and practices a~rived fro~ the formal study of animal behavior were 
used th~oughout th~ progam. Because of the success of the first phase 
of th~ problem, a second six months of work was initiated with the 
objective of training an army scout dog platoon for the capability of 
mine/tripwire and tunnel detection. The platoon was judged ready and 
deployed to Vietnam April 20, 1969. An additional 3 month program was 
undertaken to study the feasibility of cross-training tunnel and 
personnel dete:tion dogs. The results of this work were ambiguous. 

D~scriptors: (*Ordnance locators, Army training), Learning, Behavior, 
Learning curves, Reaction(Psychology), Conditioned response, Transfer 
of traininq, Army personnel, Infantry, Mine detectors, Land mines, 
Underground structures, Smell, Visl1i:tl perception, Enemy personnel, 
Detection, Vietnam 

IRentifiers: Booby ~raps, Obedience training, *Scout doqs, Tripwires, 
NT IS l'ODXD 

AD-B6~ 404/6ST NTIS Prices: PC$4.50/MPS3.00 



TACTICS IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF MINE DETECTOR DOGS 

Army Land Warfare Lab Aberdeen proving Ground Md 
AUTHOR: Romba, John J. 
A1141K4 FId: 6C, 15G, 63 USGRDR7024 
1970 8p 

(038950) 

Abstract: The paper describes the development and characteristics of 
two U. S. mine dog systems. The Mine Detection Dog was recently m~de 
opFrational and has undergone a 6 month evaluation in RVN. The 
Sp~cialized ~ine Detection Dog is currently in development. The 
t~r:aining procedur~s for both have been based on the reward or approach. 
principle of learning. (Author) I 

Descriptors: (*Min~ det~ctors, *Dogs), Training, Conditioned reflex, 
Ar~y research, Vietnam 

Identifiers: *Mine d~tector dogs, South Vietnam 

I AD.J713 577 CFSTI Prites: HC$3.00 MFSO.65 
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60TH Infantry Platoon (Scout Dog) (Mine/Tunnel Detector Dog) 

Army Concept Team in vietnam APO San Francisco 96384 

Final rept. 
AUTHOR: Rhite. Bpn O. Jr 
C 7661 A 4F ld : 19 A, 1 5 G d 762 '3 
Dec 69 42p 
Projp.ct: ACTIV-ACG-65F 
Moni tor: 18 
Distribution limitation now removed. 

(037 350) 

Abstract: The Army Conc~pt Team in Vietnam evaluated the 60th Infantry 
Platoon (Scout Dog) (Mine/Tunnel) (60th IPSO) to determine its 

suitability for tactical employment with US Army units in RVN. The 28 
man platoon had 14 mine and 14 tunnel dogs. The mine dogs were trained 
to detect explosive artifacts &nd trip wires. The tunnel dogs were 
trainp.d to detp.ct op~n and camouflaged holes and trip wires. (Author) 

DPsc:.:ipi:lJr:s: (*Army operations, Vietnam), (litMine detectors, Dogs), ( 
C;:::::=' *Dog s, Un derground struct ur es), 1'1 iIi tary tactics, Anti pe rsonnel 

weapons, wirs, Military personnel 

Idpntifiers: ~Cth infantry platoon, Booby traps, *Dog handl~r teams, 
South vietnam, Trip wires, *Oetection, *Tunnels, NTISOODXD 

l\D-869 383/0ST NTIS prices: PC$4~OO/MF$3.00 
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Off Leash Tracker Dog-Helicopter Tracking T~am 

Behavior Systems Inc Raleigh N C (387 626) 

Final rapt. Jan-2 Jul 69 
AUTHOR: Carr-Harris, E.; siebp.rt, L. 
C7805B3 Flo: 15G, 6C d7626 
sep 69 21p 
contract: DAAD05-69-C-0177 
P~oject: LWL-08-B-69 
Mo~itor: LWL-CR-08B69 
Distribu+.ion limitation noW removed. 

Abstract: The purpos8 af this study was to explore the feasibility of 
tr~ining tracker dogs to work off-leash in c6njunction with a 
helicopter to 10cat8 enemy personnel. The two essential elements of 
the task were considered to be the, ability of the dog to work 
!ofii-Ieash, in:lependent of the handler, and" the ability of the dog ,to 
display stalking beha'l/ior. This latter t'erm was defined as the dog 
vigorously pursuing a target while carefully avoiding alerting target 
personnel to his persence. Tvo Labrador retrievers were trained to the 
i~dependent tracking task while two different animals were trained to 
display the stalking response. The dogs were trained for six weeks and 
th~ir b9havior successfully demonstrated. Although a few problems 
pertin~nt to the pretrial effectiveness of the overall dog/heiicopter 
team still need to be worked out, it would appear that the feasibility 
of training suitable behavior on the part of the dog has been 
::stablished. , 

Desc ri ptors: (*Ene my person nel, Detection) , (*Dogs , Tracking), 
Feasibility studies, Training, Helicopters, Handling, Terrain, Odors, 
Behavior, Close support, counterinsurgency, Army personnel 

Identifiers: Labrador retrievers, personnel detection, Scout dogs, 
NTIS DODXD 

AD-858 987/1ST NTIS Prices: PC$3.50/MF$3.00 



The Relationship of the Number of Olfactory Cells to the Olfactory 
Threshold in the Dog 

l\rIIIY Biological Labs Frederick MD (036 550) 
AUTHOR: Neuhaus, Walther; Mueller, Adam 
D0324L2 PId: 6P d7702 
Mar 69 4p 
Rept No: Trans-240B 
t1onitor: 18 
Tran::::. of die Naturwissenschaften (West Germa.ny) v41 p20 1954, by C. 
L. Lust. 
Distribution limitation now removed. 

Abstract: No abstract available. 

Descriptors: (~Smell, Thresholds(Physiology)), Cells(Biology), 
Sensitivity, Nose (Anatomy), Measurement, Dogs, Molecules, Density, 
Brain, Air, west germany 

Identifiers: Tta~slations, NTISDODXD 
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Thp Training of Dogs for Field Reconnaissance 

caQi~e Behavior lab Oniv of Ma~yland College Park 

Final rept. 
AUTHOP: McIntire, Foger W. 
D2612C3 FId: 51 d7715 
Ssp 65 104p 
Contract: DA-18-C01-AMC-260 (X) 
Monitor: 18 
Distribution limitation now r~moved. 

(074 110) 

Abstract: This r@port investigated the feasibility of training a 
fr~e-ranging jog to perform personnel reconnaissance: The assumptions 
about tt?r['ain, weather and other pertinent conditions of the military 
problem were changed as the development of the project progressed. The 
ger:eral trend of these changes began with a consideration of a highly 
vprsatile canine reconnaissance system not dependent upon.a particular 
handler, a pathway, or a particular kind of military unit to be 
protFcted. However, as the project progressed, the conditions for the 
operation of the system became more and more specified and limited. 
The final focus of the investigation was upon providing effective 
personnel reconnaissance for a foot patrol progressing along a 
pat.h way, tr ail, or road. The reconnaissance is to ha ve adequate 
qfficiency ~or pioviding warning of the presence of enemy personnel so 
that the patrol would be protected from an ambush consisting of small 
arms fire. (Author) 

Descriptors: (* Dogs, *Military training), Performance (Human), Handling 
, Warning systems, Visual perception, Smell, Effectiveness, Motivation 
, F esponse, Radio transmi ttF.r s, ME,!teorological phenomena, Attention, 
Dl?coys, Detection 

Iden+ifiers; NTISDODXD 
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